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R o b e r t F i n l a y

The Voyages of Zheng He:
Ideology, State Power, and

Maritime Trade in Ming China

MATTEO RICCI, THE FAMOUS JESUIT MISSIONARY TO CHINA at the turn of the

sixteenth century, wrote that the Chinese seemed bewildered when shown

European maps of the world:

When put together the words Ciumquo or Ciumhoa are translated,

“To be at the center.” I have heard that this title is due to the fact

that the Chinese look upon the heavens as spherical and imagine that

the world is flat and that China is situated in the middle of this flat

plain. Due to this idea, when they first saw our geographical maps,

they were somewhat puzzled to find their empire placed not in the

center of the map but at its extreme eastern border. When I drafted a

map of the world for them and inscribed it with Chinese characters,

out of deference to their ideas, I so arranged it that the empire of China

occupied a more or less central position.1

In 1668, the Jesuit Gabriel de Magalhaes also noted that Chinese cultural

assumptions led to cartographical distortion: “They give a good expanse to

China, but they represent other realms without order, without position, and

without any sign of good geography.”2 In its earliest usage, what Ricci called
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Ciumquo (zhongguo), usually translated as “Middle Kingdom,” meant “the

states at or around the center.” As early as the fifth century BCE, Chinese

scholars conceived of China as central to the world, surrounded on all sides

by water. Later cosmography characterized the imperial center as bordered

by barren wastes: shifting sand to the west, frigid plains to the north, limitless

ocean to the east. An alternative view conceived of China as the center of

five concentric configurations, from the core imperial realm to an outer zone

of deserts and graves.3

While these distinctions ostensibly were descriptive in nature, they clearly

reflected moral and cultural values more than geographical observation.

From early times, the Chinese regarded the peoples bordering the Middle

Kingdom as lacking the sophisticated social organization and political order

characteristic of China. As Ricci put it, “[t]he few kingdoms contiguous to

their state, of which they had any knowledge before they learned of the

existence of Europe, were, in their estimation, hardly worthy of consider-

ation.”4 The Jesuit regarded the idea of the centrality of China with both

condescension and sympathy. From his perspective, the Chinese seemed

woefully ignorant of their true position at the extremity of the map. At the

same time, he recognized that Chinese cosmographical conceptions embod-

ied an undeniable historical truth: “Considering its vast stretches and the

boundaries of its lands, [China] would at present surpass all the kingdoms

of the earth, taken as one, and as far as I am aware, it has surpassed them

during all previous ages.”5 The notion that China represents the only great

civilization of Eurasia that evolved in relative isolation has become a com-

monplace for modern historians. In contrast, the Western experience is seen

as significantly different: European monarchs and states endlessly jostled

for an elusive imperial dominance while also struggling against the alien,

aggressive civilization of Islam.6 This background of diversity and conflict

gave Europeans a certain limited advantage when they came to deal with

societies new to them in the Americas and Asia. In contrast, the arrival of

Westerners on the China coast in the early sixteenth century represented the

beginning of a lengthy, painful process in which Confucian scholars even-

tually ceased to identify the history of the Middle Kingdom with that of the

world.7
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Jesuits in Ming China closely associated with and modeled themselves

on Confucian scholars, imitating literati manners and wearing mandarin

robes. The “Jesuit Relations” of the seventeenth century, especially the vo-

luminous reports of Ricci, formed the basis for Western perceptions of the

Chinese, and their influence can still be detected in scholarship on China,

such as in the assumption that imperial China was indifferent to the outside

world and long-distance commerce. David Landes’s bestselling work, The

Wealth and Poverty of Nations (1998), portrays the Chinese as incurious

and complacent: “They were what they were and did not have to change.

They had what they had and did not have to take or make. . . . Isolationism

became China. Round, complete, apparently serene, ineffably harmonious,

the Celestial Empire purred along for hundreds of years, impervious and

imperturbable.”8

Another legacy of the “Jesuit Relations” was a forceful emphasis on the

political and cultural consequences of China’s geographical isolation, a ma-

jor theme among thinkers such as Turgot, Hegel, and Herder. In effect, the

Jesuits projected the notion of Confucian ideological dominance into the im-

memorial past, seeing the idea of China as the Middle Kingdom as an aspect

of the Confucian promotion of agrarian virtue and economic self-sufficiency

over commercial enterprise and foreign exchange. In this perspective, China

needed nothing from the outside world, while the tribute system, in which

“barbarians” brought tribute to China, tokens of submission in the form

of native products, was an expression of Chinese cultural superiority rather

than a means of obtaining alien products.9

In their social and spiritual identification with Confucians, Ricci and his

fellow Jesuits subscribed to a monolithic view of Chinese history and insti-

tutions; hence they failed to recognize how much of what they singled out as

“traditional” China was in fact a product of the Ming period (1355–1644)

itself.10 To be sure, merchants and foreign trade consistently were dispar-

aged in Confucian ideology at least as far back as the Han era (206 BCE-CE

220). Merchants were regarded as a disruptive social element, ranked at

the bottom of the social scale, always in need of regulation and supervi-

sion, necessary parasites whose greed ran counter to Confucian ethics and a

harmonious social order.11 Too much can be made of such condemnations,
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however, for they were more routine flourishes of conventional opinion than

faithful descriptions of reality. From the Han through the Song (960–1279),

ideological scorn for merchants never significantly hampered commercial

activity, just as ecclesiastical prohibitions against usury never stopped in-

terest payments and loan-sharking in Latin Christendom. When the Ming

government tried to enforce draconian laws prohibiting maritime trade, a

sixteenth-century Chinese commentator pointed out that it was a fruitless

enterprise: “China and the barbarian countries have their respective unique

products; thus trade between them is difficult to terminate. Where there is

profit, people will certainly go for it.”12

Although Confucianism was the philosophy of the scholar-officials who

ran the empire, it never succeeded in effectively defining China’s actual re-

lationship with the outside world. In general, dealing with other states and

peoples was a matter of a usefully muddled blend of cultural propaganda,

reasoned diplomacy, and economic pragmatism. In particular, the tribute

system was primarily a way of intermeshing Chinese civilization with other

East Asian societies, not a bureaucratic structure of management passed

down from ancient times. It expressed Chinese values through ritual and

aesthetics—the exchange of commodities by “barbarians” and emperor,

ceremonies of obeisance and elevation—and was not an administrative in-

strument of foreign policy mandated by Confucian ideology.13

The well-known voyages of Zheng He illustrate the limitations of Confu-

cian ideology as well as the pivotal role of the early Ming dynasty in Chinese

history. Between 1405 and 1433, the emperors Yongle (r. 1402–1424) and

Xuande (r. 1425–1435) sent seven expeditions to Southeast Asia and the

Indian Ocean, commanded by Zheng He, a Muslim and a eunuch, and com-

prising as many as 300 ships and 28,000 men in a single voyage.14 Since

they are unique in Chinese history, the voyages of Zheng He have given rise

to endless argument over their purpose, the size of the ships, the magnitude

of the fleets, the routes taken, the nautical charts employed, the countries

visited, and the cargoes carried. Much of the contention regarding the objec-

tive of the voyages stems from a misguided search for a single motive behind

a complex and ambitious enterprise spanning a generation. The expeditions,

however, were simultaneously diplomatic displays, military exercises, and
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trading ventures, with emphasis on these aspects shifting in response to both

Chinese intentions and circumstances abroad. Placing the voyages in the

context of commerce, however, serves to highlight the enduring significance

of foreign trade in Chinese history.15

The notion of China as a Middle Kingdom always coexisted with tacit

recognition that the realm was not economically self-sufficient and that civil

officials were unable or unwilling to check seaborne commerce in the name

of Confucian orthodoxy. During the latter half of the Tang period (618–

902), there was rapid movement toward commercial specialization, growth

of markets and trade, greater reliance of government on customs revenue,

and improvement in the status of merchants. These trends accelerated ex-

plosively in the Song and Yuan (1279–1368) dynasties. After 1127, when

conquerors in the northwest cut off southern China from contact with Cen-

tral Asia, there was a decisive turn toward the sea. An enormous migration

of people moved toward the southeastern provinces of Zhejiang, Fujian,

and Guangdong, with the population there growing by around 700 percent

between the years 800 and 1200. As the center of population shifted, the

focus of economic activity also changed, for the hilly coastal provinces were

agriculturally poor and the people there necessarily looked to the sea for a

livelihood. Indeed, in some southeastern maritime counties, as much as a

third of the population actually lived aboard a vessel. China emerged for

the first time as a sea power, with a navy for coastal defense and a fleet

carrying rice from south to north. Shipyards constructed over 600 vessels

annually, and seagoing craft entering the Yangzi River numbered in the tens

of thousands. The imperial government depended on maritime trade for at

least 20 percent of its cash income.16 An imperial ordinance of 1146 suggests

that official Confucian contempt for overseas commerce had negligible effect

on actual practice: “The profits of maritime trade contribute much to the

national income. We ought to continue the old system by which people of

faraway countries are encouraged to come and abundantly circulate goods

and wealth.”17

A striking aspect of the Song commercial revolution was the extent to

which parts of the Chinese economy became linked to production for over-

seas markets. Groves of plums and lychees in Fujian province were purchased
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by merchants, who had the fruits pickled for transport overseas; iron prod-

ucts, cloth, and sugar from Fujian were shipped to Persia and Japan. Song

copper coins (jiazhi) became common currency for small-scale transactions

throughout Southeast Asia. Silk and porcelain production increased sub-

stantially to meet demand from foreign markets. Building on Song achieve-

ments, China under the Yuan dynasty became even more closely linked with

overseas markets. The Mongol rulers even attempted to invade Japan and

Java with fleets comprising hundreds of ships, most the property of private

Chinese merchants. Chinese entrepreneurs during the Yuan era captured

seaborne commerce from Indians and Persians, and Chinese junks—with

private cabins, bathrooms, passenger lounges, African stewards, and plen-

tiful cargo space—sailed the Indian Ocean.18 In short, China transformed

itself into a sea power during the Song and then employed its maritime

capacities during the Yuan to become the dominant trading state in Asian

waters.

The evolution of Chinese porcelain during the Yuan period points up

the extent to which the Chinese economy became linked to long-distance

trade.19 The translucent quality of Chinese porcelain had long fascinated

the Muslim Middle East, which produced only earthenware vessels. Know-

ing that Persian potters decorated their white-glazed products with attractive

designs in blue, Middle Eastern merchants in China imported cobalt oxide

from Persia and commissioned porcelains for their homeland, such as capa-

cious bowls with inverted rims, jars with handles, and ewers with curving

spouts—all wares alien to Chinese taste but well suited to Muslim cuisine.

Potters decorated the ceramics with “Muslim blue” (huihui qing), a vibrant

pigment processed from cobalt oxide. By the late 1300s, Chinese blue-and-

white porcelain had become so popular in the Middle East that Syrian and

Egyptian artisans turned out countless earthenware imitations. In China,

wares in blue-and-white were considered vulgar and ostentatious for several

generations: the color and ornamentation were stigmatized as typical of the

“barbarian” world. By the end of the Yuan dynasty, however, the new ce-

ramic style had become refined and sophisticated, capable of appealing to a

domestic market. Under foreign influence, then, a revolution in decorative

taste took place in China, a marriage between Islamic aesthetics and Chinese
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technique, ushering in the dominant porcelain style for the remaining cen-

turies of imperial China as well as the most popular of all forms of ceramic

decoration.

The Middle Eastern merchants behind the development of blue-and-white

porcelain represented part of the foreign population that entered China in

the wake of the Mongol conquest. The emperor Kubilai Khan (1215–1294)

did not share Confucian disdain for merchants, and he gave them high

status and official position. As conquerors, the Mongol rulers depended

heavily on other foreigners, especially Muslims from Central Asia, to act as

intermediaries between themselves and the Chinese masses. Muslims served

in high financial posts, as provincial governors, and as trade superintendents

in coastal provinces. Acting in the name of the Mongol conquerors, refusing

to join in ancestor worship, and keeping socially apart from the subject

population, Muslims in China came to be feared and hated. As merchants

and moneymen, they were regarded by Confucians as greedy and duplicitous;

as Muslims, they were widely seen as cruel and hypocritical.20

In some respects, the regime of the emperor Hongwu (r. 1368–1398), the

founder of the Ming dynasty, represented a continuation of Mongol methods

of rule inasmuch as he was as despotic as his predecessors. On the one hand,

the founder despised the Mongols as alien invaders of the Middle Kingdom

and saw himself as a divinely ordained restorer of traditional Chinese values

and institutions. He came from an uneducated, peasant background, and in

his rise to power, he drew upon an eclectic mix of Buddhism, Daoism, and

Manicheanism, all laced with notions of messianic fulfillment. On the other

hand, Hongwu generally abandoned these radical (and unsettling) ideas

after he came to power, chiefly because he needed Confucian civil officials

to govern his empire. Moreover, in his reaction against the Mongols and

in his desire to restore what he regarded as fundamental Chinese values,

he aspired to make China conform to Confucian theory. In the sphere of

maritime trade, strict application of Confucian ideology meant that the new

emperor rejected the tolerance that previous dynasties (especially the Yuan)

had extended to foreigners and seaborne commerce. In effect, Hongwu tried

to turn back the clock, to restore a Middle Kingdom, isolated and self-

sufficient, that in fact had never existed.21
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Instead of regarding the tribute system as a matter of ritual and formality,

Hongwu treated it as a bureaucratic structure of management, an adminis-

trative instrument of foreign policy. For the first time, tribute relations took

on a truly systematic character, transformed from ceremonies and tacit ac-

cords into a set of regulations spelling out actions and obligations down to

the smallest detail, such as which foods were to be served to tribute envoys

and which to their servants. Perhaps to assert the legitimacy of his new dy-

nasty, Hongwu took the unprecedented step of dispatching envoys to invite

states into a tribute relationship with the Ming court. Equally unprecedented,

he coupled those invitations with drastic restrictions on tribute trade: private

maritime commerce was strictly forbidden, and only those countries paying

tribute would be permitted to import commodities, although under stringent

rules regarding the timing, size, and number of tribute missions. Such reg-

ulations rarely had been enforced, for the tribute system had evolved over

hundreds of years as a way of ritually asserting Chinese superiority while

also permitting virtually unimpeded trade. The system had functioned as an

elaborate fiction whereby the notion of a self-sufficient Middle Kingdom

could be preserved amid a swarm of foreign merchants. Hongwu’s aspira-

tion, however, was to displace commercial exchange from the heart of the

tribute system, reducing the latter solely to a hierarchical political relation-

ship between imperial center and subservient client. He believed his radical

measures would cauterize the wound inflicted on the Chinese moral and po-

litical order by Mongol influence and alien exchange. He apparently never

recognized (or cared) that by imposing new tribute rules he was disrupting

trading customs and mercantile networks that had existed for centuries.22

Following Confucian orthodoxy, Hongwu believed that tribute envoys

were abusing their circumscribed privilege to import commodities. A tribute

mission from Siam (Thailand) came to China with 38,000 tons of aromatics,

only a fraction of which was bestowed on the emperor while the rest ended

up in public markets. A Japanese tribute mission numbered 1,200 persons

and over a million pounds of goods in nine ships, including 250,000 pounds

of sulfur, although just 10,000 was the established tribute, and 37,000

swords, only 100 of which represented a gift to the emperor. As Ricci

later observed, tribute ships and trade ships were indistinguishable. That,
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however, was a reality Hongwu could not abide. Furthermore, the emperor

believed that the tribute system was a threat to his dynasty: in 1300, he put

to death Hu Weiyong, his chancellor, because he suspected civil officials of

using revenue from tribute trade to conspire against him. The execution,

coupled with abolition of the Central Secretariat, the highest level of the bu-

reaucracy, was intended by Hongwu to ensure his direct control of imperial

administration. Instead, it had the effect of reducing the efficiency of central

management and overwhelming the monarch with paperwork. Hongwu’s

restructuring of the tribute system embodied his aspiration for control and

resulted in equivalent disorder.23

Hongwu’s prohibition of private maritime commerce and his sweeping

cutbacks in tribute trade immediately imperiled the livelihoods of innumer-

able coastal inhabitants and foreign merchants. Overseas dealings continued

under different auspices, however, for by a stroke of the pen, the emperor

simply had transformed ordinary traders into legally proscribed smugglers.

In this perspective, the illegal importation of goods represented the invasion

of the real market into an artificial economy of scarcity and monopoly cre-

ated by imperial fiat.24 In an attempt to stop illicit trade, Hongwu placed

rigorous controls on the coastal provinces, conscripting as much as a third

of the adult male population into military contingents in some prefectures.25

The imperial administration effectively had launched a campaign against the

most enterprising ranks of its society.

The emperor Yongle, the son of Hongwu, overthrew his nephew, the

emperor Jianwen (r. 1398–1402), in a bloody civil war and had to deal with

the tumultuous coastal situation created by the Ming founder. Yongle shared

his father’s authoritarianism but not his stiff-necked devotion to Confucian

fundamentalism. He sought to extend imperial control by an aggressive

policy of military force, most notably by ordering the invasion of Vietnam

and by leading armies into the steppes against the Mongols in five grueling

campaigns. In the southeastern provinces, he continued Hongwu’s policy of

outlawing maritime trade, even ordering the people of Fujian to convert their

ocean-going vessels into “flat-nosed ships” (pingtouchuan) suitable only for

river traffic. Faced with widespread lawlessness and economic hardship on

the coast, however, Yongle took the action for which he is now most famous:
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he dispatched to the southern seas the largest maritime expeditions the world

had ever seen.26

The voyages of Zheng He may be regarded as Yongle’s forceful attempt

to reconcile China’s need for maritime trade with the government’s suppres-

sion of private foreign contact; or, to put it differently, they represented a

deployment of state power to bring into line the reality of seaborne com-

merce with an expansive conception of Chinese hegemony. The voyages,

then, were Yongle’s means of establishing his own direct links with tribute

states, thereby outflanking private channels of trade as well as local civil offi-

cials who sabotaged imperial prohibitions against overseas exchange. While

Hongwu had invited states to send tribute missions to China, Yongle had his

invitations delivered by a formidable armed force that would also provide

transportation for tribute envoys and their commodities. Gu Yanwu, a late

Ming writer, emphasized that both emperors had the same goal—to bring

maritime trade under government control—but Hongwu followed a defen-

sive policy of suppressing commerce and restructuring the tribute system,

while Yongle aggressively extended imperial power to monopolize seaborne

traffic itself.27

Functioning as a state trading commission, the voyages of Zheng He en-

compassed both private commerce and tribute trade. In the grandest manner,

Yongle aimed at eradicating the roots of coastal criminality, providing em-

ployment for mariners and entrepreneurs, reaching overseas markets with

Chinese products, securing desired goods for Chinese consumers, enlarging

the sphere of tribute states, and displaying imperial majesty in the southern

seas. In the course of seven expeditions, the Ming emperor established trib-

ute relations with forty-eight states, many of them for the first time. Yongle

extended imperial power to foreign lands while also ensuring the supremacy

of his own policies against the protests of Confucian officials, who were

opposed to the emperor peddling Chinese commodities as well as seeking

foreign ones.28

Zheng He commanded his armada as an official commercial agent of a

centralized tribute system. His largest vessels, known as “treasure ships”

(baochuan), made a stunning impression when they coasted into foreign

harbors, their sails dyed red with henna, their railings festooned with yellow
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banners, their hulls painted with giant images of white seabirds, their masts

towering over everything in sight. When thousands of troops marched off

the junks and built fortified warehouses (chinakotta), it surely inclined their

hosts to consider that a client relationship with the Ming emperor was

an offer they could not refuse. If soldiers represented the stick, however,

goods were the carrot. The treasure ships functioned as an emporium offer-

ing a wealth of products, including nails, cast-iron kettles, axes and hoes,

copper basins, bronze jewelry, lead and zinc ingots, vermilion, saltpeter,

lacquerware furniture, bed furnishings, fans, umbrellas, embroidered vel-

vet and taffeta, carpets, tapestries, thread and needles, clothing, dyes, glass

beads, paper and ink, candles, pickled plums and lychees, raisins, sugar,

dried rhubarb, chicken and geese, wheat flour, salted meats, and preserves

of ginger, orange, pear, and peach.29

Zheng He returned to China with about 180 kinds of tribute goods,

most prominently silver, spices, sandalwood, precious stones, ivory, ebony,

camphor, tin, deer hides, coral, kingfisher feathers, tortoise shell, gums and

resins, rhinoceros horn, sapanwood and safflower (for dyes and drugs),

Indian cotton cloth, and ambergris—which the Chinese knew as “dragon’s

spittle” and used for making perfume. Exotic animals, especially ostriches,

elephants, and giraffes, also figured in the consignments. The Ming fleets

brought back enough cobalt oxide from Persia that Jingdezhen, the great

porcelain center in Jiangxi province, was able to draw upon it for decades

after the voyages ended. The junks returned with such huge amounts of

black pepper that in the course of the expeditions it was transformed from

a costly luxury into a common commodity. A Ming scholar claimed that

the flourishing economy of the Yongle period was intimately linked to the

voyages:

From the time when the Yongle emperor ascended the throne, mes-

sengers were sent to every country, and tribute poured in. Precious

merchandise in unprecedented quantities, as compared with former

dynasties, filled the warehouses to overflowing. The poor undertook

to act as sellers, occasionally making a great fortune through it, and

as a result the empire’s wealth increased immensely.30
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Despite the supposedly vast benefits from the voyages, however, they

ceased after 1433. Imperial China withdrew from the sea, never again to

be a naval power. Given the militaristic character of Yongle, that is not

surprising. The voyages began as a direct expression of his outlook and

ambitions, and they were halted with his death in 1424. The new emperor,

Hongxi (r. 1424), cancelled the seventh voyage on the day he assumed the

throne; but when he died within the year, the emperor Xuande ordered dis-

patch of the seventh and last voyage, apparently to return tribute envoys

to their countries. The opposition of Confucian officials certainly played a

role in ending the voyages, though they were probably motivated more by

institutional self-interest than ideological bias. As a personal project of the

emperor, the voyages were controlled by Yongle’s eunuch establishment,

the foremost bureaucratic rivals of civil officials. At the first opportunity,

therefore, upon the accession of Hongxi, a pro-Confucian ruler, the fleet of

Zheng He was disbanded and his seamen assigned to other duties. A gen-

eration later, when a high-ranking eunuch proposed renewing the voyages,

civil officials destroyed the records of Zheng He’s exploits, and the memory

of Yongle’s revolutionary use of imperial power was all but forgotten.31

The forceful aspect of Yongle’s policy—that is, his effort to encompass

maritime trade within the formal structure of the tribute system—was re-

jected by his successors, just as his strategy of making forays into the north-

ern steppes was abandoned in place of relying on a Great Wall for defense.

But the negative feature of early Ming policy, the prohibition of private

overseas traffic that Hongwu had initiated, remained in force. Since the

pressure for maritime trade continued unabated, however, smuggling and

piracy grew to such an extent that by the mid-sixteenth century, the imperial

government had lost control of most of the southeastern coast. What the

government tendentiously called “Japanese bandits” (wokou)—in fact, Chi-

nese mariners acting with a minority of Japanese—dominated wide areas

along the Yangzi River, occupied strongholds on the coast, and threatened

important urban centers, such as Nanjing and Yangzhou. Sometimes the

wokou were joined by new arrivals on the scene: Fr. Gaspar de Cruz, a

Dominican serving in China, noted that civil officials on the coast secretly

collaborated with banned Portuguese traders. Finally, in 1567, almost two
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hundred years after Hongwu’s declaration of policy, the prohibition on mar-

itime trade was partially lifted. One port in Fujian province was permitted to

receive foreign ships, and the formality was maintained that only states pay-

ing tribute to the emperor were allowed access to Chinese markets. During

the Qing dynasty (1644–1911), the maritime frontier was no longer a prob-

lem inasmuch as imperial ministers regarded foreign commerce as necessary

for pacification of the southeastern provinces, which itself was needed for

the security of rice supplies being shipped to Beijing on the Grand Canal.

In its tolerance of seaborne exchange and its benign neglect of the coastal

zone, the Qing regime thus returned China to the pragmatic policy that had

guided imperial action before Hongwu first tried to impose Confucian logic

on the fluid world of maritime enterprise.32

Hongwu believed he was restoring traditional Chinese values by sup-

pressing overseas trade and restructuring the tribute system, while Yongle

dispatched the voyages of Zheng He to counter coastal disorder, extend Chi-

nese hegemony, and assert state power over seaborne traffic. While Hongwu

acted from commitment to the orthodox Confucian notion of the Middle

Kingdom, Yongle, in seeking to monopolize maritime trade by use of im-

perial sea power, shattered the pretense that China disdained the outside

world. In principle, an emperor such as Yongle could not receive whole-

hearted support for his voyages from officials dedicated to Confucian ideol-

ogy. In their different aims and policies, however, both Hongwu and Yongle

were stymied by their own bureaucracy for more practical reasons. Confu-

cian officials mirrored the social and economic realities of China in that

they formally paid deference to the ideal of a self-sufficient Middle King-

dom while also accommodating themselves to maritime trade. Not only

were Hongwu and Yongle in conflict with enterprising long-distance mer-

chants of their own society, they also had to contend with civil officials

who often paid only lip service to Confucian scorn for trade and the wider

world.

At local and provincial levels, Confucian bureaucrats played out the

ceremonial obligations of their offices and maintained suitable decorum

even while discreetly subverting Confucian precepts and imperial dictates.

To some extent, this was a consequence of the attenuated nature of the
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imperial bureaucracy. Chinese officials were very thinly spread, with no

more than twenty administrators and functionaries for counties of perhaps

1,000 square miles. Lacking extensive institutional backing, their support

by the populace derived more from articulation of social values than from

performance of administrative duties. Moreover, the poorly paid officials

naturally knew of the substantial profits to be gained from maritime trade,

with merchants needing at least the acquiescence of local magistrates to

safeguard their ships, markets, warehouses, and investments.33

The Confucian principles of civil officials meant they formally had to

despise trade, but the social reality was that they were intimately linked to

the very groups thriving on it. Bureaucrats at the local level depended on the

gentry, men who usually had passed preliminary state examinations on the

Confucian classics and commentaries, to collect taxes, administer justice,

and maintain order. The gentry invested heavily in commerce, and sons

of wealthy merchants regularly passed into government ranks by means of

the examination system. The sons of officials who failed to climb the civil-

service ladder often took employment in state industrial monopolies, guilds,

banking institutions, and trading companies. Officials secretly invested in

trading ventures and extracted kickbacks from merchants.34 A government

report of 1560 spelled out how little control the central administration had

over civil officials charged with supervising maritime trade:

When Emperor Shizong [r. 1522–1566] withdrew all the eunuchs who

supervised the provincial governments and abolished the Office of

Commissioner of Trading Ships, the treacherous people on the coast

got their hands on the profit. At first, the trading was handled by

merchants. But when the ban on having intercourse with foreigners was

strictly enforced, trading was then managed by families of influential

officials.35

The fate of Zhu Wan, the viceroy (or “Grand Coordinator”) of Zhe-

jiang and Fujian provinces from 1547 to 1549, dramatically illustrates the

tensions within the imperial bureaucracy between idealized precepts and

financial self-interest.36 The epitome of a dedicated Confucian, Zhu was

given extraordinary powers to put an end to piracy and smuggling on the
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southeastern coast. To his chagrin, he discovered that active and retired

civil officials routinely collaborated with malefactors, lending them money,

giving them use of government boats, and providing legitimate cover for pro-

hibited trade. After making a raid on a smuggling outpost, Zhu, despite the

protests of corrupt civil officials, executed ninety-six culprits. Even worse,

he attacked imperial administrators of Zhejiang and Fujian in a report to the

emperor: “Getting rid of Chinese coast-dwelling bandits is easy, but getting

rid of Chinese robe-and-cap bandits is especially difficult.”37 This was a

mortal insult to the officials, an exposure by one of their own colleagues

of the gap that the fruits of maritime trade had opened between Confucian

ideology and elite conduct. Zhu quickly suffered the fate of a whistleblower

in the Ming bureaucracy. Gentry and civil officials lobbied ministers at the

imperial court, who then discredited the viceroy. He was deposed from of-

fice, and facing trial and certain execution, he committed suicide by taking

poison in 1550.

Both the commanding enterprise of the Zheng He voyages and the mis-

erable fate of Zhu Wan represent unintended consequences of Hongwu’s

policy. The Ming founder regarded overseas exchange as a corrupting in-

fluence on his own officials, and, in part for that reason, he ensured that

it suffered crippling disabilities. One of Yongle’s motives for sending out

his great fleets under the command of eunuchs was to circumvent a civil

service that appeared incapable of restraining maritime trade and keeping

order on the coast. Yet Hongwu’s attempt to enforce commercial isola-

tion was doomed, since it ran counter to long-standing practice and to the

welfare of the coastal periphery, while Yongle’s attempt to dominate seago-

ing commerce was ideologically repugnant to orthodox Confucians as well

as contrary to the financial self-interest of unorthodox civil officials. Like

that of the voyages of Zheng He, the fate of Zhu Wan thus illustrates the

circumscribed influence of Confucian ideology, the formal and informal re-

straints on state power, and the overriding force of maritime trade in Chinese

society.

In his radical imposition of Confucian orthodoxy, the emperor Hongwu

bequeathed to his successors the ideal of a self-sufficient Middle King-

dom that was contrary to historical reality. The Ming government made
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an accommodation between the two in 1567 when prohibition of overseas

trade was partially lifted, a decision which indicates that tension remained

lively within the Ming elite between idealized and pragmatic visions of the

world.38 An analogous tension may be seen in Luo Maodeng’s 1597 novel,

The Voyage of the San Bao Eunuch to the Western Ocean (San Bao taijian

xia xiyang): although the author declares in his preface that Chinese mar-

itime power is essential for world order, he concludes his work by suggesting

that the voyages of Zheng He represented an unseemly, even dangerous, pre-

occupation with the world beyond China.39

Unwilling either completely to embrace or reject the wider world, Con-

fucian officials increasingly indulged in the formal exercise of maintaining

appearances—a response that became increasingly problematic after West-

ern merchants reached the Chinese coast in the early sixteenth century. In the

1520s, the Ming government characterized a Portuguese request for trade

facilities as a petition to register the king of Portugal as a tribute client. In

the end, the Portuguese were refused legal entry to China because they had

captured the city-state of Melaka, which had enrolled as a tribute client as

long ago as the first voyage of Zheng He and which, by the early sixteenth

century, had been out of diplomatic contact with China for nearly a hun-

dred years.40 Ming chroniclers also claimed that a 1576 visit by Spaniards

from the Philippines to request trading privileges was in fact an application

by Philip II of Spain to enlist as a client in the tribute system. Similarly,

an immensely detailed compilation of tribute regulations in 1587 studiously

avoided mentioning the flourishing Portuguese colony at Macao in Guang-

dong province or the bustling maritime trade along the Fujian coast.41 By

the late sixteenth century, Confucian officials, ostensibly committed to the

premise of Chinese centrality, had considerable experience in assimilating or

overlooking embarrassing facts. “He whose authority extends over this im-

mense kingdom,” Matteo Ricci wrote, “is called Lord of the Universe.”42 In

time, the activity of Westerners in China would come to belie the sonorous

title; but for generations to come, such troublesome considerations con-

tinued to be put aside or papered over, as when Ricci placed the Middle

Kingdom in the center of his world map in deference to his Confucian

acquaintances.
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